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Welcome! 

Welcome to the first DISTINCT newsletter. We are sure that this has been a very challenging time for 

everyone, given the unprecedented effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. This has meant having to make quick 

adjustments and putting to test our resilience and courage in the face of uncertainty. As Early Stage 

Researchers for the Marie-Sklodowska Curie Actions, we are definitely grateful for all the support and 

reassurances that we have received from our respective research teams, the organizers and industry 

partners. We are lucky to have been given fantastic learning opportunities despite the travel restrictions, 

during the first ever online Winter School. And to our fellow ESR’s whom we haven’t met yet in person, we 

are grateful for all the online hang-outs and thankful for each other’s supportive online presence. These times 

are tough, but in the words of Marie Curie, “Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. 

Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear less”. 

With warm greetings from Newsletter #1 Editors- Lesley (ESR1) and Josephine (ESR14)  
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A message from Professor Frans Verhey 

DISTINCT TRAINING COORDINATOR 

 
My name is Frans Verhey, I am a 
neuropsychiatrist at the 
University Medical Center in 
Maastricht, NL and co-lead of the 
Alzheimer Center Limburg. As for 
DISTINCT, I am happy to fulfill the 
role of the training coordinator, 
and be responsible for the training 
and education   

part, which is quite central in this ITN. I feel really privileged 
to work in this great team, and to contribute to the 
education of younger generations of researchers. 
Together with Fania Dassen, who is the training manager, 
we will organize the training activities, such as the 
Summer/ Winter schools, the masterclasses together with 
the INTERDEM Academy, and the meetings with the 
EWGPWD (European Working Group of People With 
DEMENTIA). 
 
And then came the virus into our lives.  Who could ever 
have predicted that the world would change so drastically, 
and would adopt a new kind of normal in just a few 
months? It was wise to make the decision to cancel our first 
school meeting in Prague, which was scheduled at the 
beginning of the outbreak of the Corona pandemic. But it 
was also very sad to do so. 
Thanks to the continuous efforts (especially by Fania, 
Niles, Orii, and the Prague team) and the flexibility of the 
entire team, we have been able to present our training 
modules virtually, but it is still a shame that we have never 
been sitting together as a consortium. We therefore really 
look forward to the second meeting in Witten, co-organized 
with our German colleagues, which we trust will be an 
exciting and interesting event. 
 
With kind regards, 
 
Professor Frans Verhey  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISTINCT SUMMER SCHOOL | SEPTEMBER 14-18 
2020 | WITTEN, GERMANY  

At the time of writing up this newsletter, the 2nd DISTINCT 

school is planned as a mix between a live and online event. 

Our organizers are ensuring that those who are able to 

attend live will be able to observe caution and proper social 

distancing rules (more on page 3). 

A message from Professor Martin Orrell  

DISTINCT NETWORK COORDINATOR  

I am delighted to write the 

welcome note for the 1st 

DISTINCT newsletter.  

I work as the Director of the 

Institute of Mental Health (IMH) 

have spent my career trying to 

improve life for people with 

dementia through  

improving psychosocial interventions and services. In 

particular the DISTINCT programme follows on from the 

INDUCT EU network working to improve the quality of 

technology available to people with dementia to help their 

wellbeing and quality of life.  

Covid-19 has had a dramatic effect on the DISTINCT 

programme, both in terms of being able to have the winter 

school in Prague and the chance to meet people face-to-

face, but it’s also impacted on everybody’s work to a 

various extent. One thing it has shown is some of the 

versatility of technology particularly in being able to 

conduct meetings remotely forcing some of us to have a 

crash course in technology such as zoom for meetings. 

As you will know by now we are planning to go ahead with 

the next summer school in Witten as a meeting in person 

which will have so many benefits beyond just having to 

look at a flat screen and talk to people. Indeed knowledge 

exchange and working across sectors and countries is a 

key part of the DISTINCT programme and of course the 

ethos of the EU.  

I have been impressed with how many of you have 

adapted to these very challenging times and so many 

thanks for all your hard work.  

See you in Witten (hopefully) 

All good wishes,  

Professor Martin Orrell 
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U p c o m i n g :  D I S T I N C T  

S u m m e r  S c h o o l  i n  W i t t e n ,  

G e r m a n y  

 Dates: 14- 18 September 2020, with a 2-
day INTERDEM Masterclass from 17 to 
18 September on ‘Technology and 
Dementia’  

 Venue : Ardey Hotel   

The second DISTINCT School in Witten is 

being planned as a ‘mixed-model school’, 

allowing 12 out of 15 ESR’s to be present in 

person. This makes it possible to also offer 10 

places to other speakers and essential 

members of the DISTINCT team. The venue 

has confirmed that there is capacity to provide 

conference rooms for 25 social-distancing 

participants. Lectures and trainings can be 

delivered either virtually or on-site.  

We would like to give a special thanks to 

Fania Dassen (INTERDEM Academy and 

DISTINCT Training Manager) and Orii 
McDermott (DISTINCT Project Manager) for 

keeping us all up to date with the latest 

developments regarding the School.  

 

P r e v i o u s  T r a i n i n g s ,  M e e t i n g s  a n d  

W o r k s h o p s  

 Online training to replace the March 2020 Prague Winter 
School:  
o 28-29 April 2020: 2-day DeepSPA Remote 

Masterclass on ‘Social Cognition and Technology in 
Dementia’ (with the 2nd day being optional for the 
ESRs), organized by the DeepSPA study group in 
collaboration with the DISTINCT Consortium and the 
INTERDEM Academy 

o 7 May 2020: 1-day Remote online Masterclass on 
‘Social health and the MRC Framework + Best 
Practice Guidance’ with Prof. Dr. Rose-Marie Dröes 
from Amsterdam University Medical Centre, location 
VUMC.  
 

 DISTINCT ESR Meeting and Fellow Board, 26 May 2020:  
to discuss the DISTINCT Training (Frans Verhey, Fania 
Dassen, Orii McDermot), Stakeholder Awareness and 
Audit (Justine Schneider), ESR rights and obligations 
(Paul Wysocki), and Fellow board meeting (Nancy 
Nicolson)  
  

 DISTINCT Online Social Activity, 10 July 2020: Thanks to 
our ESR Representatives, Esther Gerritzen (ESR2) and  
Fanny Monnet  (ESR3) for organizing a fun Zoom 
PubQuiz for ESRs and DISTINCT supervisors/organizers  

 

 Various online Working Package sub-group meetings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 15 DISTINCT Early Stage Researchers, learning together online!  

 

  

 

DISTINCT Online Schools, Trainings, and Workshops 

The pandemic did not stop the amazing DISTINCT management and training teams (University 

of Nottingham and Maastricht University) from organizing the first DISTINCT online school in the 

form of remote masterclasses. To adapt to the current circumstances, the second DISTINCT 

school is being organized in a way that accommodates for those who can physically attend, and 

those who can join remotely.  
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Question 1: In three words, 

what are the top 3 strengths 

that you’ve developed (as a 

researcher or as a person) in 

the first DISTINCT year? 

 

 

 

 

Question 2: In ONE word, 

how do you feel about your 

research project now that you 

are at the end of Year One?    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ON ESR’S ONLINE LEARNING 
EXPERIENCES, STRENGTHS, AND 

RESEARCH, ONE YEAR SINCE JOINING 
THE DISTINCT FELLOWSHIP 

 

 We know we are living and working in unusual times due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The unexpected changes have 

affected us all in many ways some of which we might not have predicted six months ago. We have captured in what 

we hope is a fun way how the ESR’s have coped under these new conditions. We gave them three questions and 

their anonymous answers are displayed below. 
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                  SPECIAL UPDATE  

Golnaz Atefi (ESR 5) is skating for 200km to raise 
funds for dementia research.  

 

Check out the link for more information  
or to support her cause!  
https://www.actiealzheimeronderzoekfonds.nl/project/skaten-voor-dementie 

1. It was alienating and isolating, though the challenge did 

provide opportunities for more autonomous learning and 

outputs. 

2. It was strange, I have missed the real and creative human 

interaction…however it served the purpose.  

3. Great! 

4. Working online from home has been challenging, 

exhausting but also enabled me to meet participate in new 

ways and make friends I still haven’t met offline. 

5. Slow, confusing and annoying with people who think they 

are allowed to annoy others while keeping their 

microphones on all the time in meetings.  

6. It has been a challenge to exchange knowledge and ideas 

without face to face meetings. 

7. I'm amazed by how "easily" everything was moved online 
and how quickly people seemed to have adjusted to their 
new work environment, but it also made me quite anxious 
and miss having face-to-face contact with my colleagues, 
especially since we only moved to the cities we work in a 
couple of months before the outbreak. 

 

8. First, I had difficulties with working from home, but 
my supervisors helped me to be productive and to 
stay motivated.  

9. A new lifestyle. 
10. While myself and others adapted to online 

communication as well as we could, it made me 
realise how much I love (and need) to be 
surrounded by other people. 

11. Working on my project during the pandemic has 
been challenging, but it has taught me that things 
don’t always go as planned and taught me how to 
adapt to the situation. 

12. Pleasantly surprised about how much learning 
and interaction one can achieve through 
videoconferencing  

13. I’ve become lazier! 
14. It's a love/hate relationship!  
15. It's been challenging but it's the wave of the future, 

so I feel hopeful for my research project! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Question 3: In ONE sentence, tell us about your online experience as a result of the Covid pandemic. 

https://www.actiealzheimeronderzoekfonds.nl/project/skaten-voor-dementie
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E S R  1  –  L e s l e y  
G a r c i a  
Greetings!  I am Lesley, 
based at the University of 
Nottingham for the first 6 
months of the DISTINCT 
project.  I relocated back 
home to Trinidad and 
Tobago at the start of the 
pandemic.  My project is 
focused on developing an 

online tool that will enable people with dementia to 
create and use their own personalized ROAD MAP for 
living a satisfying and meaningful life.  I am trying to do 
the same by keeping in regular contact with friends and 
family around the world, doing some home/art/garden 
projects, and working through my national/regional 
occupational therapy associations to share positive 
messages.  

 

E S R  2  –  E s t h e r  
G e r r i t z e n   
Hello, my name is 
Esther Gerritzen and 
I’m from the 
Netherlands. As a 
DISTINCT ESR I am 
based at the University 
of Nottingham in the 
UK. My project is on 
improving online peer 
support for people with 
Young Onset 
Dementia. When I 

moved to Nottingham, I got into bouldering and rock 
climbing. While the pandemic has been a 
challenging time, it also allowed me to go back to 
my family in the Netherlands for a while. To take my 
mind of work at the end of the day I challenge myself 
in the kitchen and spend more time cooking and 
baking! 

E S R  3  –  
F a n n y  
M o n n e t    
My name is 
Fanny Monnet 
and I am from 
Switzerland. In 
December 2019, I 
moved to Belgium 
and joined the 

End-of-Life Care Research Group at the Vrije 
Universiteit Brussel as a DISTINCT ESR. I am working 
on a project aiming to develop an online advance care 
planning tool for people with dementia and their informal 
caregivers. In my free time, I started studying Dutch. I 
also enjoy cooking and trying new recipes from around 
the world (which I had a lot of time to do during the 
lockdown here in Belgium!). Some of my other hobbies 
are outdoor activities such as hiking or skiing. 

E S R  4  -  
S i m o n e  A n n a  
F e l d i n g  
Since October I have 
been working on a 
review and planning an 
ethnographic fieldwork 
about the acceptance 
and adoption of social 
robots in nursing 
homes in my new 

hometown of Witten/Dortmund, Germany. The first 
year of the programme has been exciting, 
overwhelming and educational. Moving to a new 
country, improving my German, working as a PhD-
student – and then adding a COVID-19 pandemic on 
top, I can only say that it has been an eventful year. 
Home-cooked meals, yoga and new and old friends 
have gotten me through the uncertainties of this 
time and make me feel happy and ready for the 
DISTINCT adventures to come.  

WHAT’S UP WITH THE ESR’S? 

We asked our fellow ESR’s to give us a more personal 

introduction of themselves together with their favorite 

photo that portrayed them at their best! In addition, we 

asked them to let us know how they are managing 

during the pandemic. Find out more about their full 

project descriptions at: 

https://www.dementiadistinct.com/projects/ 

 

https://www.dementiadistinct.com/projects/
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E S R  5  –  G o l n a z  A t e f i  
Hi, I’m Golnaz. Dementia 
research is my passion. In 
my research project, we are 
aiming to improve the lives 
of people with dementia 
and their family caregivers 
through psychological 
intervention and digital 
healthcare innovation. I 
was born in Iran then I 
moved to Italy and the UK 
for studying. Currently I’m 
doing my PhD studies at 
Maastricht University.  

Fun fact about me is I’m a speed addict! Not surprisingly, 
I love Inline skating! This year I’m going to skate for 
200km to raise funds and awareness around dementia 
research. I’m doing this on behalf of all the grandchildren 
who want to show their love to their grandparents that 
are somehow affected by dementia. If you’d like to 
support my mission or want to know more about this 
movement, please check the link below: 
https://www.actiealzheimeronderzoekfonds.nl/project/skaten-
voor-dementie  

E S R  6  –  D a v i d  
N e a l   
What gets you up in 
the morning? The 
thing that motivates 
me is finding ways to 
use my experience as 
a medical doctor and 
my skills as a 
researcher to have a 
positive impact in my 

community. 
That’s why I moved from the streets of London to 
the canals of Amsterdam, to work on the 
FindMyApps project. It’s one of the first randomized 
controlled trials of a digital intervention to support 
psycho-social wellbeing in dementia. 
During the COVID-19 ‘lockdown’ I’ve also been 
looking after my own psycho-social wellbeing. I’m 
doing yoga 2-3 times a week and video-calling 
friends and family to keep in touch. 

 

E S R  7  –  M a u r i c i o  
M o l i n a r i  U l a t e  
Pura Vida! My name is Mauricio, 
I am a Costa Rican guy that has 
been always interested in 
supporting life of vulnerable 
populations which is why I am 
currently immersed in a project 
looking  to develop a 
technological platform to support 
health and wellness coaching of 
older adults with dementia and 
cognitive impairment and their 
carers.  

I am based in Spain and as it has been shown in the 
news, the pandemic consequences have impacted 
seriously the country. In a way to contribute to  the 
current situation, I was part of an interdisciplinary team 
that developed a project for people living with mental 
health disorders that couldn´t isolated at their homes 
during the confinement due to their mental symptoms. 
The project allowed the participants to been isolated in 
a social and healthy environment surrounded by nature 
that contributed to their mental health status; an 
alternative approach to face this challenging time.  
 
 

E S R  8 -  
J a r o s l a v  
C i b u l k a   
I am based in Prague, at 
CIIRC (The Czech 
Institute of Informatics, 
Robotics and 
Cybernetics), working 
on project ”Design, 
development and 
testing of a low cost pet-
like care-bot, in 
connection with IoT, as 
a source of 

interventions for patients with dementia”. 
I am typical geek, with passion to exploit new and 
affordable technology towards societal contribution. 
I like to fix various stuff, from bicycles to electronics. 
I enjoy the resurrection of its function and added 
value, i.e. I hate to waste because I love 
environment and nature. 
I spend pandemic at a cottage. I engaged myself 
with maintenance and craft, e.g. wood-work, pallet 
furniture etc. At dusk I observed various forest 
animals and I was even lucky to see a rare wolf.  

 

https://www.actiealzheimeronderzoekfonds.nl/project/skaten-voor-dementie
https://www.actiealzheimeronderzoekfonds.nl/project/skaten-voor-dementie
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E S R  9  –  V i k t o r i a  
H o e l   
My name is Viktoria Hoel - 
born and raised in Oslo, 
Norway but nowadays 
based in Bremen, 
Germany. Here, I live 
together with my significant 
other and our kitten.  
My project evaluates the 
effect of a tablet-based 
technology to support 
interaction and 
communication between 

people with dementia and their caregivers.  
During the height of Covid19, I travelled back to Oslo to 
work remotely from there. This was very helpful, as I was 
surrounded by family and friends (practicing social 
distancing of course), and I could also enjoy the 
amazing Norwegian woods without worrying about big 
crowds or virus spread. 

 

E S R  1 0 -  G i a n n a  
K o h l  
I am based at University 
College London in the UK. 
In my project, I am 
exploring how people with 
dementia use technology 
to share their diagnosis 
with others, and how an 
app or website can help 
them and their significant 
others make a decision 
whether or not to tell 
others. Sometimes I think 

I was born in the wrong decade: my favourite music 
and movies are from the ‘70s to the ‘90s, I love 
vintage furniture and I get excited by classic cars. 
Also, I think I’m one of the few people who don’t like 
chocolate and I rewatch ‘Friends’ at least once a 
year. Personally, I have found coping during the 
pandemic difficult. Having a daily routine and 
chatting with friends and colleagues helped. I wish I 
would have picked up a cool new skill, but the most 
exciting thing I did was gardening. 

 

E S R  1 1 -  P a s c a l e  
H e i n s    
I am Pascale, originally 
from Belgium, and I am 
based at Maastricht 
University (the 
Netherlands). I am 
assessing the feasibility 
and preliminary effects of 
the mobile application 
‘Viamigo’ on the social 
participation of people 
with dementia, in 
cooperation with the 
Transportation Research 
Institute (IMOB) of 

Hasselt University. At the beginning of the pandemic, I 
had some difficulties with working from home. It was 
difficult for me to start working in the morning and to 
keep concentrated during the workday. My supervisory 
team – especially my daily supervisor – gave me helpful 
tips so that I could stay motivated and keep up the work 
from home. Because of the pandemic, I discovered how 
much I enjoy going for a walk. I’m doing this now on a 
daily basis after work.  

E S R  
1 2 -  
W e i  Q i  
K o h  
Hi! My 
name is 
Wei Qi (or 
just Wei 
for short), 
and I am 

from 
Singapore. I am an occupational therapist, and am 
currently based in Galway, Ireland. My project will 
investigate the development of implementation 
guidelines for the implementation of robotic pets for 
people with dementia in nursing homes for people 
with dementia. I went back to Singapore and spent 
about 3 months at home during the pandemic. It 
was a queer experience, especially the deprivation 
of proper face-to-face interactions. I have to say that 
tough times begets opportunities, and I am thankful 
to get to spend quality time with my family. It is not 
often that everyone is at home 24/7! 
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E S R  1 3 -  A y s a n  
M a h m o u d i  A s l  
Hola from Spain! I’m 
Aysan, an 

occupational therapist 
and in my mini Distinct 
project I have the 
chance to collaborate 
with robotics engineers, 
to investigate a cute 
social robot, helping 
people with dementia to 
improve their mood and 
cognitive functions. I 
was blessed to 
experience 40 days 

involved with a project, living with people with mental 
disorders in a rural area, with exposure to new aspects 
of mental health. Covid-19 lockdown couldn’t have been 
better than this for me! Biking beside a river, swimming 
in a lake, running after deers and watching stars while 
listening to the sound of wolves, all beside our patients 
in the time of Coronavirus! 

E S R  1 4 -  
J o s e p h i n e  
R o s e  T a n  
My name is 
Josephine and 
I am currently 
working on 

developing 
and evaluating 
a digital, 

person-
centred, social 
activity using 

artistic photographs for persons with dementia in 
the nursing home. I am a Filipino born, New Zealand 
citizen, who loves travelling, hiking in the outdoors, 
and bouldering/wall-climbing indoors. My husband 
and I have only recently relocated to Amsterdam a 
few months before the pandemic hit, so this made 
adjusting to a new city a little bit more challenging. 
However, what helped me cope was keeping in 
touch with family and friends, having a supportive 
work (from home) environment, learning Dutch, and 
finding new ways to exercise and move my body in 
the form of online barre classes!  

 

E S R  1 5 -  K ü b r a  B e l i z  B u d a k  
I´m based in Witten, 
Germany and currently in 
process of conducting a 
scoping review titled “Role of 
Active Assistive Technology 
in Psychosocial Interventions 
aiming at Loneliness among 
People with Dementia in 
Long-Term Care Settings”.  
Throughout the pandemic, 

we have seen how important the topic of loneliness is in 
the life of older adults. Especially for those living in long-
term-care facilities, who couldn`t see their loved ones. 
With dementia, it poses a more challenging picture.  
I am interested in the most promising psychosocial 
intervention aiming loneliness with people with 
dementia and how it could be used in Active and 
Assistive Living (AAL) technology. 
For me personally the pandemic meant isolation from 
world, but it wasn`t all so bad, the whole stay-at-home 
time has given me another hobby/exercise routine with 
cycling.  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 WE WISH YOU ALL A GREAT TIME 

IN WITTEN! STAY SAFE AND WELL!  

THANK YOU!   

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE 

PROJECTS VISIT: 

https://www.dementiadistinct.com/  | TWITTER: 

https://twitter.com/DTdementia 

OR CONTACT THE PROJECT MANAGER: 
ORII.MCDERMOTT@NOTTINGHAM.AC.UK  

https://www.dementiadistinct.com/
https://twitter.com/DTdementia
mailto:Orii.McDermott@nottingham.ac.uk

